Sustainable Mobility Community

Co-funded by the Erasmus+ Programme of the European Union
COEXISTENCE GROUP IN ALHAMA HIGH SCHOOL: THE DAY EVERYTHING BEGAN
Biciclistas de Corella’s MAIN FOCUSES

- Cycling promotion activities
- Protect and visit nature and heritage
- Environment workshops
- Culture trips biking and hiking
Cycling promotion activities
Protect and visit nature and heritage
Environment workshops
Culture trips biking and hiking
Where could we find partners for our Erasmus project???
DAMIEN O’TUAMA

CYCLIST.IE

AN TAINSC

GREEN SCHOOLS
AN TÁISCE / GREEN SCHOOLS
AN TÁISCE’S main goal

GREEN SCHOOLS GOALS

- Sustainable travel actions
- Reduce the number of cars arriving at school gates
- Preserve and protect natural and built heritage
FORENINGEN FRIE FUGLE
JENS ERIK LARSEN
EUROVELO’S FOUNDER AND AMBASSADOR
FORENINGEN
FRIE FUGLE

- Cycling promotion
- Sustainable farming
- Urban and transport challenges
LAG SUDUVA

- Elderly and young people empowerment
- Non-formal education
- Rural development in Kazlu Ruda
COMMUNITY

PROJECT PRIORITIES
SOCIAL INCLUSION
INTERGENERATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
BRIDGE THE GAPS BETWEEN STUDENTS
“FRIDAYS FOR FUTURE” COMMUNITY BUILDING
TO KNOW FIRST-HAND CYCLING ASSOCIATIONS
YOUTH EMPOWERMENT
SHARE IDEAS TO PROMOTE CYCLABILITY
STUDENTS WITH A DIVERSE BACKGROUND COOPERATE
Disadvantaged students face...  

- Cultural and social obstacles  
- Economic problems  
- Educational difficulties
MAIN ARCHITECTS: SUSTAINABLE AMBASSADORS
PEER-TO-PEER LEARNING
VOLUNTEER-LED STRATEGY: EMPOWERMENT + OWNERSHIP
SIGNPOST CYCLING ROUTES
DONATED BIKES CAMPAIGN

AND DIY BIKE REPAIR WORKSHOP
PLASTERING, PAINTING AND DECORATING THE BIKE ROOM
OPENING A CWA CHAPTER
TRISHAW FUNDRAISER
PILOTS COURSE FOR TEAM LEADERS
GRANNY-CYCLE ADOPTED
YAYACLETA COMES HOME!
Project week in Corella – from a Danish point of view

2019-06-21 POR TONOPENA

By Rikke Villumsen Six students traveled from Copenhagen in April to experience 5 days of living and going to the Spanish way. All students lived with a host family and went to school together with the student who also participating in the project. It was a week packed with meetings, culture and making new friends. 😊

https://iesalhama.educacion.navarra.es/web1/erasmus
ERASMUS+ Activities

Recaudación de Fondos para lo Yagacleta
Nuevo Aparador
Recogida de Plástico

Embajadores

Excursiones

Taller de Reforma de Cuarto de Bicicleta

Autorreparación
LEARNING-TEACHING-TRAINING ACTIVITIES
TRAFFIC STUDY
RECYCLING CAMPAIGN
THE PRIZE
THE REWARD: SENDAVIVA
AMUSEMENT PARK!
IT'S FORBIDDEN TO WAIT FOR THINGS TO HAPPEN
MAKE THEM HAPPEN!
Thank You

Toño Peña
www.biciclistas.es
biciclistas@gmail.com